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CliniSafe is a web-based concomitant

CliniSafe is a ground-breaking advance

medication management system

on current manual medication review

developed specifically to improve the way in

processes, providing a real-time supportive

which clinical trials are conducted. A unified

interface, specialist service and customer

centralized approach can significantly

care team.

reduce variability and standardizes
outcomes, thereby reducing risk.

Many users interact with the clinical
study protocol. CliniSafe enables

Establishing concomitant medication

sponsors to have greater control by

drug rule compliance is a well-recognized

providing uniform management across

problem for the clinical trial industry and

the study team.

errors occur at a vast cost.
Moreover, there is growing emphasis from
the industry regulators to demonstrate safety
and maintain the delivery of good clinical
practice.

The New version of CliniSafe presents on an Integrated Research
Platform and provides a customizable dashboard based on your study
role. So program managers can view and perform high-level project
tasks, while specialists can have easy access to drug dictionary
technology applying sophisticated design to complex study protocols to
a level that has previously been unachievable. The system is presented
though a single interactive interface allowing users to get the
information they need all in one place.
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The benefits of computers to assist with

CliniSafe is built with patented

drug prescribing in healthcare has been

technology to providing a flexible and

well established for over a decade and

configurable electronic medication

has been shown to both reduce and

management solution.

eliminate error. It would now be almost

Sophisticated high-level IT architecture

unimaginable for many doctors to work in

within CliniSafe allows individual

an environment without such support as

protocol design, providing a fully

it has become part of their daily lives.

integratable and configurable solution

However, addressing the challenges in

with the reliability you can depend on to

concomitant medication management

fulfil the specific demands and exacting

within clinical trials has proved a greater

requirements of multi-centre global

“nut to crack” and has only recently

clinical trials.

become possible due to the development
of both a configurable approach and

A key CliniSafe feature is the precision

advancing technologies. Clinisafe is the

by which we enforce study

first generation of such technologies and

protocol drug rules combined with a

was invented, developed and programed

seamless instant user feedback.

in house with over a decade of

Centrally standardized, “live”

understanding on the reliable delivery of

concomitant medication management

a simple end user solution to the

offers substantial improvement in

problem. Like search engines there is

terms of safety and quality over

more going on than meets the eye. Most

current paper-based systems.

importantly it is remarkable easy to use,
replacing not creating a task. A simpler
way of doing what is already being done
but easier, faster, more accurately and
without stress.
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CliniSafe personnel have first-hand

CliniSafe simplifies this complex

experience in over 200 trials facing the

information transfer process

issues and challenges in reviewing a

enabling the sponsor to

clinical trial protocol to ensure the

precisely stipulate the drug rules at

successful and safe enrolment of a

any given point in time.

subject.

By improving existing communication
systems & processes it is a major

Patient medication management will not

advance on current paper-based

remain a paper-based process for very

methodologies.

much longer. Relying on the unsupported
skills and knowledge of individual
clinicians and their ability to accurately
access published formularies is slowly
becoming a “thing of the past”.
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Monitoring and managing concomitant

of complexity, which is often external

medications within clinical trials has

to the expertise of the investigator,

become an increasingly critical and

monitors and site staff.

complex task.
Therefore, the ability to consistently
Complexity comes from many

and accurately match patients to the

directions, not least that there are now

protocol has become an ever increasing

over 7,000 officially licensed generic

challenge for organizations running

drugs, along with the added difficulties

clinical trials. CliniSafe provides

posed by trade names, non-unique

an elegant, efficient and user friendly

names and multi- ingredient

approach to concomitant medications

preparations.

management.

Incorporating pre-clinical safety
information (e.g. CYP 450) into a
protocol has added another level

REDUCE ERROR/SAVE TIME
“CliniSafe allows me very easily to manage complex protocol drug rules. Having
immediate access to an electronic medication management system saves me and
my staff a considerable amount of time and improves our decision making. Most of
all I sleep easy at night because I know the answer is right.”
Professor Chris McWilliam, UK
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AWARDS
SCRIP - Best Technological Development
in Clinical Trials
Queen’s Award for Enterprise
Institute of Director’s Award for
Innovation
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